Connect across agencies
and their vehicles

Smart+Connected Communities

The Many Ways Your Community Can
Begin Its Secure Digital Transformation

Or Take a Big Leap

Take a
Small Step

by updating to a digital-ready network that is simple, automated, intelligent and secure, you can
empower your state’s assets, personnel and citizens to connect anywhere, anytime using a variety of
devices - all in real-time. Innovate faster, reduce costs and complexity, lower risk and optimize your
agencies. And its all backed by industry-leading threat-centric cybersecurity when . . .

by adding building wide WiFi,
networking your state’s roadways or . .
.

Deploying a Digital Platform
that Brings Everything Together

Enhancing Situational
Awareness for 1st Responders
Better Manage Assets
by tracking performance,
location and maintenance
Deploy a Digital Vehicle for Public Safety
empower personnel to reach beyond their
vehicle to gather more information
in real-time before, during and
after an incident response

Connect Assets
for analytics/deeper insights
to better serve citizens

Create Smarter, More
Secure Buildings

Enhance Management & Operations
Integrate your state’s departments for a single-pane
view of all data sources to reduce costs, accelerate
response times and increase effectiveness

Monitor Facilities and Infrastructure
Use real-time data and collaboration to better
provide for your state’s needs, throttle
resources and increase peak efficiencies

SECURE

IoT

Deploy as Mobile Ops Center
to connect sensors, personnel,
vehicles and other assets in the
field, and back to headquarters

Access Remote Cameras and Sensors
to view real-time video from street,
business and vehicle level
Free Personnel From Their Vehicles
using real-time video and data sharing to stay
safer, better serve citizens and even gather
evidence digitally for relay to a remote and
highly secure digital evidence locker

Save Energy
and lower costs
with longer life LED
roadway lighting on
poles that can host
cameras and
environmental
sensors

To begin your state’s Digital Transformation:
Call 1-800-553-6387
Or visit us online at http://cs.co/SmartandConnectedCommunities

Engage Citizens
thru interactive
apps to reduce
travel times/fuel
use, ease parking
Reduce Maintenance Costs
by monitoring public spaces for
usage and upkeep (roadways,
parks, transit, campuses,
irrigation and water resources)
Connect Transportation
to enhance roadway and
fleet management, reduce
accidents, traffic jams and
emissions - plus add services

Automate Assets
to monitor natural
resources, detect spills,
improve speed of
response and better
meet EPA and other
regulatory requirements
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